04 toyota tundra headlights

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Quantity Sold. Shop Toyota Tundra Headlight. Showing
1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: SET Part Number: LAS. Part Number: RAS. Part Number: RQ. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Feb 08, Gail Blackwood. Purchased on
Dec 23, Feb 06, Make my Tundra look fresher! Alex Perez. Purchased on Nov 21, Jan 11, The
light fit perfectly and delivery was very fast. Purchased on Dec 15, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately, there
are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving habits
you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these tips.
Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and your
passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types of
Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in older
vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Headlight Revolution was
founded over a decade ago in to bring the best lighting upgrades to the industry. The sun sets
in every country across the world, and we've shipped to more than 50 of them. Our customers
are world wide! Discover the truth with Headlight Revolution Reviews! With over a dozen of the
best brands in the catalog, we offer more than unique upgrades for today's most popular makes
and models. Instant-intensity, added lux, and the ultimate contrast for your vehicles low and
high beams. Those factors and its simplicity have made LED an industry standard today. To this
day, High Intensity Discharge lighting for low beam headlights reigns kings. It's ability to focus,
create a proper beam pattern, and maximum output are unparalleled. Bolt-ons with all the bells
and whistles built in! Headlight Revolution does Dodge lighting upgrades, better! Whether
you're driving a Durango or rocking a Ram truck, we bring you our best-tested HID and LED
headlight kits that will out-perform the alternatives. Headlight Revolution does Ford Super Duty
lighting, better! From simple swaps to complete headlight assemblies; having installed, tested,
and reviewed countless options on our own F dually, we are the authority. Headlight Revolution
does Jeep lighting, better! Headlight upgrades. Brighter tail lights. Light Bars. And how do you
choose? Some of them have a lot of wiring. A big heatsink. Others have no driver and a fan.
Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Join the Revolution:. YEAR Dodge Durango Headlight
Upgrades. Dodge Ram Headlight Upgrades. Ford F Headlight Upgrades. Ford F Raptor
Headlight Upgrades. Ford Super Duty Headlight Upgrades. Jeep Grand Cherokee Headlight
Upgrades. Nissan Titan Headlight Upgrades. Toyota 4Runner Headlight Upgrades. Toyota
Tacoma Headlight Upgrades. Toyota Tundra Headlight Upgrades. View All. From simple swaps
to complete headlight assemblies; having installed, tested, and reviewed countless options on
our own F dually, we are the authority View All. Revolution Reviews. Watch the Video. Log in or
Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: CB mic mount without
drilling? Mud Run. Tundra Discussion. New Member Introductions Discussions: 10, Messages: ,
Latest: Joined the club this week! General Tundra Discussion Discussion on topics not specific
to any generation of Tundras Discussions: 7, Messages: , Latest: conterfeit toyota parts denver
kid , Feb 23, at PM. Latest: Tundra zookaroo , Feb 23, at PM. Latest: Tundra vs Titan Mickpski ,
Feb 23, at PM. Latest: Overland fridge question dittothat , Feb 23, at PM. Trip Reports Trail runs
and off-roading trips Discussions: Messages: 3, Tundra Garage. Suspension Discussions: 3,
Messages: 61, Latest: Low profile tonneau compatible with bed rail system? Detailing Keep your
Tundra looking good! Cleaning help, debadging and more Discussions: Messages: 25, Lighting
Discussions: 2, Messages: 34, Latest: Gooseneck Trailer? Performance and Tuning Tundra
tuners, exhausts, intakes and performance parts Discussions: 1, Messages: 26, Latest: Exhaust
hunt help dirtydeeds , Feb 23, at PM. Latest: MallCrl 2. Latest: 05 tundra access cab build thread
jImmegart , Feb 23, at AM. BrandonL , Feb 23, at PM. Latest: hp, 40s, bypasses, tube chassis
rock buggy build rockmup , Feb 19, at PM. Marketplace Discussions: 5, Messages: 66, Tundras
For Sale. Marketplace - Other. Vendor Reviews Post your experiences dealing with various
Tundra product vendors Discussions: 36 Messages: Off-Topic Discussion Discussions: 3,

Messages: , Oey12 , Feb 23, at PM. Home Improvement Gardening, garages, workshops and
general home improvement Discussions: Messages: 11, Latest: What home improvement work
did you do today? MaxMB , Feb 10, Photography Discussion of all things photography including
cameras, equipment, shooting and editing Discussions: 32 Messages: 3, Latest: Photography
smslavin , Feb 23, at PM. Outdoors Camping, overlanding and other outdoors activities
Discussions: Messages: 4, Latest: Kayak Problems Pets Discuss and share pictures of your
dogs, cats, fish, birds, rabbits, lizards, etc Discussions: 38 Messages: 5, Latest: Who's got
dogs? Post your pup! Latest: Gun Pics.. YotaBro , Feb 22, at PM. Fishing Fishing pictures and
discussions Discussions: 64 Messages: 2, Food Talk Cooking, barbecuing, recipes and
pictures! Discussions: Messages: 12, Latest: Everything smoking Military Tundra owners in the
military and veterans Discussions: 61 Messages: 2, Arizona Arizona Tundras Discussions: 55
Messages: 2, California California Tundra owners Discussions: Messages: 32, Colorado
Colorado Tundras Discussions: Messages: 12, Texas Texas Tundra owners Discussions:
Messages: 10, Latest: Anyone else In Texas get snow? TaquitoBandito , Feb 22, at PM. North
West U. South West U. Mid West U. South Central U. North East U. Latest: Maryland members!
South East U. Canada Canadian Tundra owners Discussions: 88 Messages: 4, International
International Tundra owners Discussions: 5 Messages: Latest: GUAM! Official Vendors. Baja
Designs , Feb 22, at PM. Diaz Fabrication Custom front grille and rear hitch emblems
Discussions: 1 Messages: 6. Latest: Love this front emblem badge Andres , Apr 6, Latest: I have
a few questions Dometic Truck fridges and coolers for Tundras Discussions: 20 Messages:
Downsouth Motorsports Performance off-road shocks and accessories Discussions: 6
Messages: Contains no messages. Latest: ESP Long box is awesome!!! Damie Street , Feb 19,
at AM. Latest: RCI Spring tax sale is live! TXTundra , Jan 31, Salex Organizers Tundra center
console organizers Discussions: 11 Messages: Latest: Direct shipping option from Salex
Organizers due to delayed Amazon fulfillment times salex , Mar 25, Latest: Accessories, Armor,
Etc What are some products you guys are looking for? Tech12Volts Tundra audio and remote
start Discussions: 20 Messages: Toytec Lifts Tundra lift kits, coilovers, shocks and more
Discussions: 71 Messages: 1, Latest: Tundras. Site Feedback Discussions: 52 Messages: 1,
Latest: What happens on the forum when the 3rd gen Tundra is actually released? Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND
with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Toyota
Tundra. This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the
one's to tell you, it is absolutely true. This is the one. Just what you've been looking for. The
look is unmistakably Toyota, the smooth contours and cutting-edge technology of this Toyota
Tundra SR5 will definitely turn heads. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for
more information. We try and make the car buying process as easy and transparent as possible
by offering unbeatable wholesale prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We
understand that we do business a little differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and
we hope streamlining the process and cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not
only let you buy a quality vehicle at a fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but
hopefully also leave you with a great feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring
you back for years to come. Be sure to visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at
iAutoOhio. The Tundra comes with a truly exceptional 4. Two- and four-wheel drive versions are
available, which employ similar suspensions and bed heights. Trim levels include base, SR5,
and top-level Limited. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and
in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs
available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such
as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and
emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with
subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be
available on all pre-owned vehicles. Thank you for your interest in one of Bob Smith Toyota's
online offerings. Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this
vehicle a rare find. You could keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right
here. This Silver Sky Metallic Toyota is clean and shiny exterior makes it look like it came
straight from the factory. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to
perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our
comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a
guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount.

Excellent bank financing available. Call us today at for more details and to make an
appointment. F, F, , , Only , Miles! This Toyota Tundra boasts a Gas V8 4. Warning lights-inc:
battery, door ajar, seat belt, low fuel, check engine, airbag, brake, Variable Intermittent Wipers,
Tilt steering wheel. Just minutes away! Wholesale to the Public' offers consumers the ability to
purchase a vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All vehicles sold as 'Wholesale to the Public' are sold
AS-IS; meaning there is no expressed or implied warranty toward the condition of the vehicle.
The cost for any and all repairs on AS-IS vehicles falls to the responsibility of the purchaser of
the vehicle. Todd Wenzel Chevrolet is not liable for any repairs or the condition of any vehicle
listed as 'Wholesale to the Public. When you do business with Todd Wenzel, we want you to
have a premium experience; that is why we offer the Todd Wenzel Platinum Rewards Program to
our customers. You can expect to receive VIP service like free multi-point inspections and
on-demand courtesy vehicles at no charge. It's that simple. Learn more at toddwenzelplatinum.
Recent Arrival! We have full capability to meet your specialized buying needs. We can do it all!
Call preowned manager Dereck Barker for details - SR5 trim. It could be our varied and
accommodating selection of new Nissan models, including the much-loved Nissan Altima,
Maxima, Sentra, Murano and Pathfinder. Perhaps it's our equally vast range of high-quality,
Nissan of Clovis-approved used cars. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Tax, Title, License and Dealer Fees unless itemized above are
extra. Not available with special finance or lease offers. EPA mileage ratings are estimates Only.
Although every effort is made to represent each vehicle accurately, we are not responsible for
features and options that may be listed in error. We highly recommend setting an appointment
because we do have several stores' worth of inventory on this website. Please give us a call and
we can let you know the vehicle's location and make arrangements for the appointment. No
penalty for early payoff. See dealer for details. This Toyota Tundra 4dr features a Unspecified
8cyl Gasoline engine. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Gray
with a Other interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Alloy Wheels, 4. SR5
RWD 4. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 12 8 cylinders 4, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Title issue. No accidents. Price Drop.
Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Driven almost daily
since Dec. I bought this truck a Tundra SR5 V8 new in December, and have driven it almost daily
ever since. I replaced the timing belt at about , miles and have put about , miles on the truck
since I bought it new. This truck was used on a small farm and often hauled heavy loads sometimes exceeding its rated specs, without a problem. Sometimes it was called upon to tow a
two-horse trailer for short trips too. After all these years though, it is still my favorite vehicle to
drive, and I prefer it to driving my Kia Optima. I'll never sell it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum.

Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to
register for a FREE account. Cheap Amazon HUD to the rescue. Rubber Dash Mat. What have
you done to your 3rd gen Tundra today? Post Reply. Last edited: Jan 21, KingsAustin , Jan 21,
Squatting Pigeon , Jan 21, Hightide , jefroshm0 and Astom22 like this. Astom22 , Jan 21,
KingsAustin likes this. Pair of pliers and some grip strength solved the bent corner. Went in like
a glove and is a great addition. Rabidllamas , Jan 21, Do58 , Jan 21, Do58 likes this. Vehicle:
Limited Lots of do-dads. Hightide , Jan 21, Cfincke likes this. Fotnot , Jan 21, NEPAChuy likes
this. NewImprovedRon , Jan 21, WFD and ElNopal like this. Bakershack , Jan 21,
NewImprovedRon and Hightide like this. Jim LE , Jan 21, NewImprovedRon and jefroshm0 like
this. Show Ignored Content. Quick Charge 3. Frank J. Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Username
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Vroom is a national online retailer that allows you
to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered straight to you contact-free. With
Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced
cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy online financing and new inventory added
every day. No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered
straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom offers
hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom. Vroom
only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage and
have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every
Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a
vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No back and forth. And this price is so good it
is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Horsepower calculations
based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Check out this gently-used Toyota Tundra 4WD we recently got in.
Taking the road less traveled has never been more fun than with this 4WD. This Toyota Tundra
4WD has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. Our showroom, amenities, and
service drive are open extended hours for your convenience. As the leading Toyota dealer in
Arlington, our name has become synonymous with honesty and integrity. We have grown into
one of the largest Toyota dealers in the Dallas and Fort Worth area. Our outstanding staff of
dedicated sales professionals is here to help you find the perfect new car for you and your
family. Visit us today and see why our commitment to customer service, our large selection of
new and used vehicles and our reliable service center have made Vandergriff Toyota one of
Arlington's favorite Toyota dealerships! Customer Requested and Dealer Added Options are
extra. Located at Burleson,TX. Flexible Financing! Your satisfaction is our business! Check Our
Reviews on DealerRater. We are conveniently located just 15 minutes south of Downtown Ft
Worth, a large inventory of used cars, trucks, and SUVs. You can visit our online showroom at
Second key, floor mats, owner's manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. Less
than 30k miles!!! You don't have to worry about depreciation on this able Truck!!!! STG Auto
Group. Car Revolution is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design It's all
about the adventure and getting the most enjoyment out of your new ride. You've found the one
you've been looking for. Your dream car. It is incomparable for the price and quality. See
carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for
financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees are location
specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles
may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24
hours. AutoNation Toyota South Austin is honored to present a wonderful example of pure
vehicle design Call x for additional details or to confirm availability. Certain vehicles may have
unrepaired safety recalls, check nhtsa. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 12 8 cylinders 4, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No
accidents. Know The Deal. Certified Pre-Owned. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Absolutely the best! To start, I have owned various full size trucks in
the last 15 years from all of the domestic manufacturers. This is my first tundra and I am overly
impressed. To start I went shopping for a new truck looking into all options. Value, features,
reliability and residual value were all important to me. First off the tow ratings are well more

than adequate. The other competition is not leaps and bounds higher read the fine print. Second
fuel mileage. Yes the eco boost and gm 5. Put a load and use the trucks and that advantage
disappears. Trim level to trim level: I bought a tundra limited trd 4x4. Sticker was 50k, I paid 46k
with 0. The other trucks with equivalent equipment were thousands more, the ford in fact was
12k more! I honestly drove them all, and for me the Toyota does everything I want in a truck. My
Gmc was in the shop 37 times in 2. You give up a lot to get fuel mileage. Weight reduction,
lighter designs, etc. I could go on and on, but In closing the tundra is 1 by a landslide. Not
considering one you are falling into the media and sales hype of the big 3 and you are missing
out. Is the tundra the best in class on paper? No, but in the real world it shines brighter than the
rest. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Breakaway pins within the steering column, designed to
absorb energy and reduce injury during a crash, could have been damaged during production,
possibly affecting the performance of the driver's airbag in a crash. Thank you, you have
successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips and recommendations. The
headlight aiming caps may have been improperly closed Incorrect seat trim covers on one or
bot Toyota is recalling about , model year Tundra pickup trucks. The wire harness connected to
the front turn signal bulbs was assembled inc Toyota is recalling about , model year Prius and
model year Prius vehicles. The vehicles were designed to enter a failsafe dri The front lower
suspension arms, which connect to the front wheels, on the Toyota is recalling about 1, model
year Corolla Hatchbacks. A connector in the rear hatch of the vehicle may have been damaged
during production Due to an Engine Co Toyota is recalling approximately 39, model year
Highlanders. The recalled vehicles are equipped with a feature that stops and restarts the engi
Toyota is expanding an earlier recall involving fuel pumps for a total of 1. The flowing model
year and models are included: Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your
privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Automotive Recalls. An air bag that does not deploy as designed
can increase the risk of injury. Toyota will notify owners,
12v air compressor wiring diagram
2005 4runner headlight
2003 nissan 350z manual
and de Continue reading. Not sure how to choose? Recent Articles Sort by:. Toyota recalls
model year Tundras Front turn signal bulbs may not illuminate as brightly as intended Toyota is
recalling about , model year Tundra pickup trucks. Toyota recalls Prius and Prius v vehicles The
vehicle could lose power and stall Toyota is recalling about , model year Prius and model year
Prius vehicles. Toyota recalls model year Corolla Hatchbacks The backup lamps may become
inoperative over time Toyota is recalling about 1, model year Corolla Hatchbacks. Toyota recalls
model year Highlanders A feature that stops and restarts the engine may malfunction Toyota is
recalling approximately 39, model year Highlanders. Toyota expands Toyota and Lexus fuel
pump-related recall The fuel pump may stop working Toyota is expanding an earlier recall
involving fuel pumps for a total of 1. Toyota recalls various vehicles with 2. Get the news you
need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

